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26-Aug-2020 I have tried it, and the exact error is "Please make sure you have
downloaded the latest International Language files." There is no text as of that

description. Couldn't load localization.txt 3-Nov-2020 Hello, Today I downloaded game
again but it's still not working, and I still have same error "Please make sure you have

downloaded the latest International Language files." There is no text as of that
description. Couldn't load localization.txt. 20-Nov-2020 It is working fine when you

change localization.txt to English (Australia). But when it changes to Russian, it doesn't
launch. 16-May-2020 Hi, i don't understand, the package from a link below is the original
one, not the one from 15-May-2020 I have a problem with launch the game. Every time i
get error "Could not load localization.txt". I've already tried reinstalling, checking files,

and none of them worked. 14-May-2020 I can't launch game, and I can't play multiplayer,
because i can't change localization. It's in Russian language. What should i do, and why?

10-May-2020 I can't play mw2. I've tried to check my dlls, and they're all right.
15-Nov-2019 Help! I am getting the error "Could not load localization.txt" again. Please

copy and send the localization.txt file from Steam/SteamApps/common/mw2. I don't
know what i need to do. I tried reinstalling but that didn't work. Please someone help me!

10-Nov-2019 I can't play mw2. I've checked my dlls, they are all right. 11-Nov-2019
Now i'm getting error "Could not load localization.txt", I tried reinstalling the game,

copying localization.txt to main MW3 folder, checking all files, nothing works. Please
somebody help me. 10-Nov-2019 I can't play mw2. I
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Make sure the file is not empty and contains at least the following information:.
TEXT_ITEMS Sections of text may be placed under TEXT_ITEMS. Each section is
identified by a GUID, and will be translated to the local language. You must use UTM8
for your save file. The default GUID is GUID_TEXT_ITEM. Sections of text placed
under TEXT_ITEMS will be translated. Unwanted strings are ignored. 27-Sep-2016 I'm
having localization.txt file in my steam directory but it is empty. So what is the reason?
I'm trying to play MW3 but it's giving error regarding missing localization.txt.
27-Sep-2016 I'm having localization.txt file in my steam directory but it is empty. So
what is the reason? I'm trying to play MW3 but it's giving error regarding missing
localization.txt. 27-Sep-2016 The DLC "Las Vegas" was released in early August. That's
why the call of duty 4 localization.txt was missing. The whole team at skunk works was
confused. 16-Oct-2016 I'm having localization.txt file in my steam directory but it is
empty. So what is the reason? I'm trying to play MW3 but it's giving error regarding
missing localization.txt. 16-Oct-2016 Can anyone send me English localization.txt file
please. I have just installed MW3 and it is giving error regarding missing localization.txt
file. 16-Oct-2016 I'm having localization.txt file in my steam directory but it is empty. So
what is the reason? I'm trying to play MW3 but it's giving error regarding missing
localization.txt. 16-Oct-2016 I'm having localization.txt file in my steam directory but it
is empty. So what is the reason? I'm trying to play MW3 but it's giving error regarding
missing localization.txt. 16-Oct-2016 I'm having localization.txt file in my steam
directory but it is empty. So what is the reason? I'm trying to play MW3 but it's giving
error regarding missing localization.txt. 16-Oct-2016 I'm having localization.txt file in my
steam directory but it is empty. So what is the reason? I'm trying to play MW3 but it's
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